The Advanced Technology Lab from Snap-on Industrial – it’s as unique as the technology it displays.

Snap-on Industrial has developed the Advanced Technology Lab to help show and demonstrate some of the key product and system innovations for the aviation industry - innovations such as tool control, asset management, tools at height, torque measurement and calibration, and more.

It’s all about solutions. We don’t use technology for its own sake - we use technology to solve problems. Problems like FOD (Foreign Object Damage) and FME (Foreign Material Exclusion), which can bring a manufacturing or maintenance operation to its knees. Problems like missing tools causing downtime. Problems like operator safety and ergonomics.
Innovation Starts Here

Snap-on Industrial uses the latest in technology to solve key problems in your workplace.

Visual Tool Control System – allows you to keep your tools where you need them, right at the workstation. The clear polycarbonate window lets you see at a glance that tools are stored properly. Plus keep it secured with your choice of key lock or keyless proximity card access.

Advanced Tool Control System – examine the box that’s so smart it knows where your tools are; another lets you see your tools at-a-glance while keeping them right at the workstation where you need them. Networked tool control and keyless entry for maximum accountability.

Asset Management System – used by the Air Force and hundreds of other locations to easily and accurately manage their tool cribs.

Tools at Height Retention System – designed to increase safety and productivity, preventing loss and injuries that could result from dropped tools from high places.

Torque Measurement and Calibration – the largest selection of electronic or mechanical torque instruments, providing the accuracy and consistency you demand.

AS954 (Aerospace Standard) compliant – see how Snap-on’s 12 point sockets, universal sockets, wrenches, and torque adaptors completely meet the AS954 standard, unlike the competition.

Technology That Works For You – Snap-on Level 5 Tool Control System
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See how Snap-on Industrial utilizes advanced technology to help you maintain control over your tools and maximize your productivity.

The Snap-on Industrial Advanced Technology Lab is coming to your area! **Sign up for a tour today.**

http://intranet.snapon.com/Industrial/Aerospace.nws